Getting Started Getting Started Getting Started Getting Started
What is a List? What is a List? What is a List? What is a List?
A list is simply a way to A list is simply a way to organize information. organize information.
What is an Array? What is an Array? An Array is a structure for An Array is a structure for ll i d i i ll i d i i collecting and organizing collecting and organizing objects or information of objects or information of the same type into a the same type into a yp yp group. group. In Alice Arrays and Lists In Alice Arrays and Lists l i l bj t l i l bj t are also visual objects are also visual objects which can be dropped which can be dropped into your world into your world
Making a List Making a List Making a List Making a List
Create a world level Create a world level Create a world level Create a world level method named method named "ChickenMove" "ChickenMove" Drag the "For all Drag the "For all Together" Button onto Together" Button onto the method editor the method editor Select "Create new list" Select "Create new list" Name it Name it Name it Name it "ChickDanceTogether", "ChickDanceTogether", select "object" as the select "object" as the type. type. A white box will come A white box will come up that says "initialize up that says "initialize list". Click new item until list". Click new item until ll th hi k r i ll th hi k r i all the chickens are in all the chickens are in your list. The first item your list. The first item starts at 0. Keep your starts at 0. Keep your starts at 0. Keep your starts at 0. Keep your chickens in order. chickens in order.
We want the chickens to roll left and right together. We want the chickens to roll left and right together. First you need to right the code to have one chicken roll left and First you need to right the code to have one chicken roll left and h i h h i h then right. then right. Above is the code to have one chicken roll left and then right Above is the code to have one chicken roll left and then right I selected Chicken 2 but any chicken will work I selected Chicken 2 but any chicken will work I selected Chicken 2 but any chicken will work I selected Chicken 2 but any chicken will work
Lists Lists Lists Lists
Now drag the tab label Now drag the tab label g g "item_from_ChickensDanceTogether" over the box "item_from_ChickensDanceTogether" over the box that was previously labeled "Chicken 2" that was previously labeled "Chicken 2" 
Click on the "For all in order" tab at the bottom of your screen and drag it Click on the "For all in order" tab at the bottom of your screen and drag it i t th d i t th d into your method into your method Now create a new method named "KickUpRightLeg" and give it an object Now create a new method named "KickUpRightLeg" and give it an object Now create a new method named KickUpRightLeg and give it an object Now create a new method named KickUpRightLeg and give it an object parameter called "WhichChicken" parameter called "WhichChicken" Below is how the code will look when we have finished the next few slides Below is how the code will look when we have finished the next few slides Part Named Key Part Named Key Part Named Key Part Named Key Make a simple command Make a simple command p p using any object like using any object like "chicken" and have it do the "chicken" and have it do the command Then create a command Then create a command. Then, create a command. Then, create a parameter and drag it into the parameter and drag it into the original object. original object. Now, click on the white box Now, click on the white box , , (circled in red) and scroll (circled in red) and scroll down to "other". down to "other".
Once you click on "other" Once you click on "other" and type in the appendage and type in the appendage that you want to command that you want to command that you want to command. that you want to command. In this case the left leg. In this case the left leg. Remember the syntax must Remember the syntax must b h i i li d b h i i li d be the same as it is listed on be the same as it is listed on the object the object Part named key conclusion Part named key conclusion Part named key conclusion Part named key conclusion 
Now go back into your first method and drag your Now go back into your first method and drag your g y gy g y gy "KickUpRightLeg" method into the "For all in Order" "KickUpRightLeg" method into the "For all in Order" space, in your world level "chicken move" method. space, in your world level "chicken move" method.
d d Select Expressions and then Select Expressions and then Item_from_ChickensDanceTogether Item_from_ChickensDanceTogether

Lists Lists Lists Lists
Now that this portion is Now that this portion is p p programmed all the chickens programmed all the chickens will roll right and then left at will roll right and then left at the same time for the the same time for the the same time for the the same time for the "Together Functions" and "Together Functions" and kick up their legs one at a kick up their legs one at a time for the "For all in order time for the "For all in 
Arrays Arrays Arrays Arrays
Lists are great for coding a group of objects to all do Lists are great for coding a group of objects to all do Lists are great for coding a group of objects to all do Lists are great for coding a group of objects to all do the same thing (either together or in order). the same thing (either together or in order). But what if we want to code only some of the objects in But what if we want to code only some of the objects in y j y j our group to do something. our group to do something. This is where Arrays come in. This is where Arrays come in. y y The following slide will show the place that you need to The following slide will show the place that you need to go to find the Array. It is called "Array Visualization". go to find the Array. It is called "Array Visualization". Drop it into your world. Drop it into your world.
Starting the Array Starting the Array Starting the Array Starting the Array
Go to add objects Go to add objects j j Select the folder at the end of Select the folder at the end of the list entitled the list entitled "Vi li i " "Vi li i " "Visualizations". "Visualizations". Click on your "Array Visualization" and then Click on your "Array Visualization" and then Click on your Array Visualization and then Click on your Array Visualization and then "properties". Set "Is showing to False" to hide "properties". Set "Is showing to False" to hide your Array Visualization so that the chickens do your Array Visualization so that the chickens do your Array Visualization so that the chickens do your Array Visualization so that the chickens do not look like they are standing on anything. not look like they are standing on anything. However the Array is still there and functional However the Array is still there and functional However, the Array is still there and functional However, the Array is still there and functional
Array Continued Array Continued Array Continued Array Continued
This is how our code will This is how our code will look when we are done. look when we are done.
The large circle on the right The large circle on the right Note the small red circle on Note the small red circle on the left the left g g g g is the beginning of how we is the beginning of how we will use our Array to animate will use our Array to animate our chickens our chickens This is how your array will This is how your array will appear in your tool bar. appear in your tool bar. our chickens. our chickens.
Arrays Continued Arrays Continued Arrays Continued Arrays Continued
First, lets have our chickens all turn to face Cinderella. First, lets have our chickens all turn to face Cinderella. First, lets have our chickens all turn to face Cinderella. First, lets have our chickens all turn to face Cinderella. Again you can code this with any chicken. See below Again you can code this with any chicken. See below
Putting it all together Putting it all together Putting it all together Putting it all together
For the Final construction I created a BDE event and For the Final construction I created a BDE event and For the Final construction I created a BDE event and For the Final construction I created a BDE event and did the same trick that was used in the vehicle tutorial. did the same trick that was used in the vehicle tutorial. Put an invisible bunny in the world and have him Put an invisible bunny in the world and have him change colors. While he is one color Cinderella change colors. While he is one color Cinderella conducts, while he is a separate color she does not. conducts, while he is a separate color she does not. The bunny will turn one color while the chickens begin The bunny will turn one color while the chickens begin to dance, this will trigger Cinderella to start conducting. to dance, this will trigger Cinderella to start conducting. Wh th hi k fi i h th b ill t r Wh th hi k fi i h th b ill t r When the chickens finish, the bunny will turn a When the chickens finish, the bunny will turn a different color, which will signal Cinderella to stop. different color, which will signal Cinderella to stop.
Final construction Final construction Final construction Final construction
And that's all folks! And that's all folks!
Recap Recap Recap Recap
When we put all of these elements together you can see When we put all of these elements together you can see p g y p g y how Lists and Arrays can be used interchangeably to how Lists and Arrays can be used interchangeably to animate your Alice world. animate your Alice world.
d d The 'For all together' command in Lists allows you to The 'For all together' command in Lists allows you to animate a group of objects to do something together. animate a group of objects to do something together. The 'For all in order' command in Lists allows you to The 'For all in order' command in Lists allows you to The For all in order command in Lists allows you to The For all in order command in Lists allows you to animate the whole group of objects to do the same animate the whole group of objects to do the same thing, but one at a time. thing, but one at a time. The Array allows you to have a group of objects do The Array allows you to have a group of objects do different things. different things.
